A Unified Prostate Cancer Risk Prediction Model Combining the Stockholm3 Test and Magnetic Resonance Imaging.
Risk prediction models and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the prostate can reduce unnecessary biopsies and overdiagnosis of low-risk prostate cancer. However, it is unclear how these tools should be used in concert. To develop a unified risk prediction model (S3M-MRI) that combines the Stockholm3 score (based on protein and genetic markers and clinical variables) and Prostate Imaging-Reporting and Data System v.2 scores modified for MRI without contrast (modPI-RADS). We used data for 532 men from the prospective multicentre STHLM3-MRI diagnostic study to construct S3M-MRI. We compared S3M-MRI to Stockholm3 and modPI-RADS alone with respect to model discrimination, calibration, and net benefit. We also compared clinical outcomes for five diagnostic strategies according to the use of combinations of the three models. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was 0.88 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.85-0.91) for S3M-MRI, which was significantly higher (p=0.04) than for Stockholm3 (0.86, 95% CI 0.83-0.89) and modPI-RADS (0.83, 95% CI 0.79-0.87). S3M-MRI had a higher net benefit on decision curve analysis for clinically relevant probability thresholds for biopsy recommendation in comparison to Stockholm3 and modPI-RADS. However, for different diagnostic strategies, sequential use of Stockholm3 followed by MRI only for Stockholm3-positive men resulted in a similar number of unnecessary biopsies (64 vs 69) and diagnosed International Society of Urological Pathology (ISUP) grade group 1 cancers (56 vs 51) at similar sensitivity for ISUP grade group ≥2 cancers, while avoiding 38% of MRI scans. Limitations include the ethnically homogeneous study population. The unified S3M-MRI model was superior to the Stockholm3 model and modPI-RADS alone. However, the S3M-MRI improvement was marginal compared to sequential use of Stockholm3 followed by MRI, and resulted in 60% more MRI scans. A new risk prediction model combining clinical variables, genetic and protein biomarkers, and results from prostate magnetic resonance imaging improved the clinical outcome performance of prostate cancer diagnostics.